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terror torture death it was kill first or be killed for these men who fought their own private hit and run war true

accounts of world war ii heroic secret raiders whose daring missions behind enemy lines changed the course of

the war ten accounts of high courage and dedication stories of the suicidal missions of the world war ii courage

knows no nationality and it might be added bounds which a collection of now it can be told tales attempts to

prove mr sanderson s stories focus on surpassing daring audacity and cunning to match any act of heroism on

the field of battle usually these intrepid escapades were the work of one ingenious planner sometimes however

whole crews engaged in death defying sorties the writing catches the spirit of these men with realism and drama

whether the story deals with an incredible plot to kill rommel which didn t come off the disposal of an embryonic

nazi a bomb in norway in 1943 a cockleshell raid along a nazi held river or the grim humor of britain s only

private independent army popski s army fighting alongside the tommies in tunisia good cloak and dagger stuff
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that points up the fact that even the armed services had great need of wildly imaginative non conformists for the

boys or men who are commandos in spirit kirkus reviews t he amazing story of a woman who lived through one

of the worst times in human history losing family members to the nazis but surviving with her spirit and integrity

intact publishers weekly marthe cohn was a young jewish woman living just across the german border in france

when hitler rose to power her family sheltered jews fleeing the nazis including jewish children sent away by their

terrified parents but soon her homeland was also under nazi rule as the nazi occupation escalated marthe s

sister was arrested and sent to auschwitz and the rest of her family was forced to flee to the south of france

always a fighter marthe joined the french army and became a member of the intelligence service of the french

first army marthe using her perfect german accent and blond hair to pose as a young german nurse who was

desperately trying to obtain word of a fictional fiancé would slip behind enemy lines to retrieve inside information

about nazi troop movements by traveling throughout the countryside and approaching troops sympathetic to her

plight risking death every time she did so she learned where they were going next and was able to alert allied

commanders when at the age of eighty marthe cohn was awarded france s highest military honor the médaille

militaire not even her children knew to what extent this modest woman had helped defeat the nazi empire at its

heart this remarkable memoir is the tale of an ordinary human being who under extraordinary circumstances
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became the hero her country needed her to be with three military crosses three croix de guerre a légion d

honneur and a papal knighthood for his heroics during the second world war sir tommy macpherson is the most

decorated living soldier of the british army yet for 65 years the highlander s story has remained untold few know

how aged 21 he persuaded 23 000 ss soldiers of the feared das reich tank column to surrender or how tommy

almost single handedly stopped tito s yugoslavia annexing the whole of north east italy twice captured he

escaped both times marching through hundreds of miles of german held territory to get home still a schoolboy

when war broke out tommy quickly matured into a legendary commando and his remarkable story features a

dizzyingly diverse cast of characters including winston churchill field marshal montgomery and charles de gaulle

behind enemy lines is an examination of gender relations in wartime using the special operations executive as a

case study drawing on personal testimonies official records and film it explores the extraordinary experiences of

male and female agents who were recruited and trained by a british organization and infiltrated nazi occupied

france to encourage sabotage and subversion during the second world war it examines how ordinary law abiding

civilians were transformed into paramilitary secret agents equipped with silent killing techniques and trained in

unarmed combat this examination of the agents of an officially sponsored insurgent organization makes a major

contribution to british socio cultural history war studies and gender studies it will appeal to both the general
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reader as well as to those in the academic community eight stories of real life heroes who took risks for their

country and others behind enemy lines examines biblically based methods for engaging in effective spiritual

warfare eight true stories of bravery and courage enacted by men and women involved in modern conflicts in the

middle east afghanistan and pakistan major john l plaster recalls his remarkable covert activities as a member of

a special operations team during the vietnam war in a comprehensive informative and often exciting account of

an important part of the overall vietnam tragedy the new york times before there were navy seals there was sog

short for studies and operations group it was a secret operations force in vietnam the most highly decorated unit

in the war although their chief mission was disrupting the main north vietnamese supply route into south vietnam

sog commandos also rescued downed helicopter pilots and fellow soldiers and infiltrated deep into laos and

cambodia to identify bombing targets conduct ambushes mine roads and capture north vietnamese soldiers for

intelligence purposes always outnumbered they matched wits in the most dangerous environments with an

unrelenting foe that hunted them with trackers and dogs ten entire teams disappeared and another fourteen were

annihilated this is the dramatic page turning true story of that team s dedication sacrifice and constant fight for

survival in the gripping publishers weekly secret commandos john plaster vividly describes these unique warriors

who gave everything fighting for their country and for each other howard demallie a young american pilot and his
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crew are forced to bail out of their b 17 airplane over holland he is helped by the dutch underground and

imprisoned in a german prisoner of war camp during the second world war almost one hundred canadians

served the allied forces by passing as locals in occupied countries at the behest of two british secret services

these men made language and custom their costumes they risked their lives assisting resistance groups in

sabotage and ambush missions or in smuggling allied airmen out of occupied territories quiet heroes of the war

these bold canadians helped to make the brutal and unrelenting warfare of the underground a potent weapon in

the allied arsenal this is a study of unstinting personal courage in the face of overwhelming odds behind enemy

lines by cindy dees released on aug 23 2002 is available now for purchase with his special forces training

completed sergeant roland barker was allocated to operation arundel as its radio operator led by major bill

smallwood he was parachuted into the dolomites in 1944 the team s brief was to cause havoc in the area around

the italian border and to infiltrate into austria during the mission major smallwood was injured in a fall and was

unable to move rapidly despite their best efforts both smallwood and barker were subsequently captured by

pursuing german troops who they were unable to outpace barker provides a vivid account of being interrogated

by the ss and gestapo and despite the threats and the terrible conditions the true nature of their mission was

never revealed to the enemy having survived these experiences he was incarcerated in stalag luft xviii in
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southern austria ever defiant barker escaped by having himself admitted to the camp hospital and made his way

into hungary from where as this account of his wartime service reveals he was eventually repatriated to the uk

after the war barker opted to remain in the army at which point he took a commission promoted to major barker

became the officer commanding 22 sas in malaya he was killed in a helicopter crash in malaya in 1953 before

he could see through his plan to have his memoir published june 1940 as britain s soldiers limped home from

dunkirk a maverick army officer was already devising a bold plan to hit back at the enemy his idea was to

revolutionise military thinking and change the face of warfare for ever relying as much on stealth and guile as on

courage and stamina the commandos brought to the battlefield the skills of the guerrilla trained by an

unconventional band of experts and led by a big game hunter a film star a highland chief and an eccentric

wielding a bow and arrow they became the spearhead of the allied drive for victory weaving together official

documents new research and veterans own accounts commando reveals for the first time the exhilarating full

story of wwii s most formidable fighting force in 1944 a courageous special agent emily boucher is dropped by

parachute behind enemy lines into the hands of the local resistance group emily is working as part of winston

churchill s clandestine organisation the special operations executive in nazi occupied normandy her mission is to

report on enemy movements help train re arm the resistance and organise sabotage in the days before d day in
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the build up to the day of liberation emily risks her life to save the country she loves and the people she has

come to regard as her family including their charismatic leader robert but there s a traitor in the group will they

find out who it is before it s too late the gestapo are on her tail every step of the way it s a dangerous game of

cat and mouse she desperately tries to stay one step ahead of the enemy while trying to save the lives of those

she loves as 1914 ends the war which was supposed to be over by christmas had settled down to an entrenched

stalemate trapped behind enemy lines are many british soldiers who are hidden by brave french families the risks

are high for both fugitives and their protectors this book tells their story while focussing on a young scot who

emerges from hiding as mademoiselle louise leading an amazing double life for almost two years ending in

betrayal sentenced to death by the germans only an impassionate plea from his adopted mother saves his life

others are not so lucky after the war he speedily returns from captivity in germany via scotland to france and

marries his sweetheart but life remains hard in the war ravaged country this extraordinary story was only

revealed by a british journalist in 1927 the daily telegraph readers response was overwhelming and culminated in

our french heroines being feted on a lavish visit to london s mansion house and an audience with the king queen

prince of wales and a three year old princess elizabeth trapped behind enemy lines covers as aspect of the great

war that has bene overlooked it will be of interest to those who love intrigue adventure love and betrayal the 3rd
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title in the warpath series is the story of john smith chindit commando the japanese army seem invincible in the

jungles of se asia orde wingate believes otherwise and sends a small force of highly trained commandos deep

behind enemy lines historically accurate this 1st person narrative for boys is based on real life events it is 1941

and britain is pressed on all sides with japan in the war and convoys being sunk by submarines the last bastion

fighting hitler is beleaguered the commandos are the only ones who can fight beyond the atlantic wall tom

harsker and his section are sent behind enemy lines on a daring mission that will place them in great danger

world war ii is raging across europe and the axis and allied powers are in a stalemate time travelers dak sera

and riq can tip the scales in the allies favor if they can pull off the most daring spy mission of all time but even if

they succe behind enemy lines is the second part of the three book trilogy still in the woods the trilogy beginning

with fight to survive tells the heroic story of american soldiers engulfed in hitler s surprise winter offensive in

december 1944 in the opening days of what came to be known as the battle of the bulge american units were

overrun or swept aside american soldiers fought against overwhelming odds only to face the choice of surrender

or risk evading the enemy to regain us lines rallying to an intrepid american lieutenant several dozen gis decide

that they will hold out in the belgian forest until the allies push the nazis back into germany lieutenant arthur hill

organizes his volunteers into a unit to wage their own winter war their success in raiding supply dumps and
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ambushing german convoys gains needed food and supplies but attracts the attention of the ss commander in

the area sturmbannführer karl grabner becomes determined to wipe out the troublesome band of american

partisans the still in the woods series reaches the thrilling conclusion in forest battles a marine a downed navy

pilot and a local militiaman are trapped well behind enemy lines with the war ongoing can they reach safety while

still prosecuting their duty to fight rich s first person narrative includes vivid coverage of the action featuring an

especially rare account of arriving on a combat landing zone by glider detailed day to day depiction of some of

the heaviest fighting in holland follows including the action at opheusden the center of the infamous island the

stirring little known story of the forerunners to today s special forces the oss office of strategic services created

under the command of william donovan has been celebrated for its cloak and dagger operations during world war

ii and as the precursor of the cia as the oh so social it has also been portrayed as a club for the well connected

before during and after the war donovan s devils tells the story of a different oss that of ordinary soldiers

recruited from among first and second generation immigrants who volunteered for dangerous duty behind enemy

lines and risked their lives in italy france the balkans and elsewhere in europe organized into operational groups

they infiltrated into enemy territory by air or sea and operated for days weeks or months hundreds of miles from

the closest allied troops they performed sabotage organized native resistance and rescued downed airmen
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nurses and prisoners of war their enemy showed them no mercy and sometimes their closest friends betrayed

them they were the precursors to today s special forces operators based on declassified oss records personal

collections and oral histories of participants from both sides of the conflict donovan s devils provides the most

comprehensive account to date of the operational group activities including a detailed narrative of the ill fated

ginny mission which resulted in the one of the oss s gravest losses of the war skyhorse publishing as well as our

arcade imprint are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history books about world

war ii the third reich hitler and his henchmen the jfk assassination conspiracies the american civil war the

american revolution gladiators vikings ancient rome medieval times the old west and much more while not every

title we publish becomes a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are committed to books on

subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home nine men 2

000 enemies no back up no air support no rescue no chance first in the official motto of one of the british army s

smallest and most secretive units 16 air assault brigade s pathfinder platoon unofficially they are the bastard son

of the sas and like their counterparts in hereford the job of the pathfinders is to operate unseen and undetected

deep behind enemy lines when british forces deployed to iraq in 2003 captain david blakeley was given

command of a reconnaissance mission of such critical importance that it could change the course of the war it s
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the story of nine men operating alone and unsupported fifty miles ahead of a us recon marine advance and head

straight into a hornets nest teeming with thousands of heavily armed enemy forces this is the first account of that

extraordinary mission abandoned by coalition command left with no option but to fight their way out of the enemy

s backyard and it provides a gripping insight into the pathfinders themselves a shadowy unit just forty five men

strong that plies its trade from the skies trained to parachute in to enemy territory far beyond the forward edge of

battle freefalling from high altitude breathing bottled oxygen and employing the latest skydiving technology the pf

are unique because of new rules introduced since the publication of bravo two zero there have been no first

hand accounts of british special forces waging modern day warfare for nearly a decade and no member of the

pathfinders has ever told their story before until now pathfinder is the only first hand account of a uksf mission to

emerge for nearly a generation and it could be the last taken prisoner by the prussians fletcher seeks an ally as

the blood emperor s forces plan and the black baron strikes a young wwii gunner from the prairies sees the

horrors of war firsthand when he is captured by the gestapo eighteen year old sam frederiksen has come a long

way from the prairies trained to be a gunner in a lancaster bomber during wwii he is shot down over france

battered and bruised he does survive and joins forces with the french resistance only to be betrayed by one of its

members he and other flyers from various allied countries are rounded up by the gestapo and held in fresnes
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prison just outside of paris treated as spies rather than pows these men are beaten some tortured then sent to

buchenwald concentration camp in eastern germany it is here in these wretched conditions that sam witnesses

the darkest side of humanity gas chambers torture and starvation yet it is also here that he comes to understand

the true resilience and unfathomable courage of the victims author carol matas has won numerous awards for

her previous novels about the holocaust behind enemy lines is partially based on a true incident from wwii in

which 168 allied airmen were captured and sent to buchenwald twenty six of these men were canadian memoir

of u s army private from chicago who fought in the battle of the bulge world war ii and was captured by the

germans was detained by the russians at the end of hostilities then escaped and encountered his brother who

was coming to look for him a revealing look at axis propaganda efforts during world war ii depicting actual

leaflets flyers and posters frequently surprising sometimes bloody and always absorbing behind enemy lines

offers up tales of espionage hit and run raids and guerrilla warfare the book provides a new perspective on

familiar aspects of civil war history including shadowy agents women using their feminine wiles unashamed

looting and vengeful crusades popular historian wilmer l jones reveals that by subverting the methods of

traditional warfare small and sometimes unorganized groups as well as intrepid spies daring raiders and

mutinous guerrillas turned the tide of the civil war far from the fronts of the now legendary battlefields each of the
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three sections spies raiders and guerrillas introduces riveting accounts of the often overlooked heroes and

heroines of unconventional warfare behind enemy lines spotlights such fabled infiltrators as belle boyd allen

pinkerton and timothy webster it also examines how the south with its daring cavalry and constant struggle for

supplies resorted to sometimes brutal offensives led by men like turner ashby john mosby and john hunt morgan

finally the gripping and detailed narrative peers into the bloody guerrilla warfare spotlighting john brown william

clark quantrill and bloody bill anderson as well as the genesis of the james younger gang civil war buffs history

lovers and espionage enthusiasts will find this fascinating volume a welcome addition to their libraries while

under attack by skitterjacks fletcher learns some secrets behind his flight magic that aero corps has been

keeping from him but it may all be for naught when he and guy discover the true identity of the blood emperor
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terror torture death it was kill first or be killed for these men who fought their own private hit and run war true

accounts of world war ii heroic secret raiders whose daring missions behind enemy lines changed the course of

the war ten accounts of high courage and dedication stories of the suicidal missions of the world war ii courage

knows no nationality and it might be added bounds which a collection of now it can be told tales attempts to

prove mr sanderson s stories focus on surpassing daring audacity and cunning to match any act of heroism on

the field of battle usually these intrepid escapades were the work of one ingenious planner sometimes however

whole crews engaged in death defying sorties the writing catches the spirit of these men with realism and drama

whether the story deals with an incredible plot to kill rommel which didn t come off the disposal of an embryonic

nazi a bomb in norway in 1943 a cockleshell raid along a nazi held river or the grim humor of britain s only

private independent army popski s army fighting alongside the tommies in tunisia good cloak and dagger stuff

that points up the fact that even the armed services had great need of wildly imaginative non conformists for the

boys or men who are commandos in spirit kirkus reviews
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Behind Enemy Lines 2007-12-18

t he amazing story of a woman who lived through one of the worst times in human history losing family members

to the nazis but surviving with her spirit and integrity intact publishers weekly marthe cohn was a young jewish

woman living just across the german border in france when hitler rose to power her family sheltered jews fleeing

the nazis including jewish children sent away by their terrified parents but soon her homeland was also under

nazi rule as the nazi occupation escalated marthe s sister was arrested and sent to auschwitz and the rest of her

family was forced to flee to the south of france always a fighter marthe joined the french army and became a

member of the intelligence service of the french first army marthe using her perfect german accent and blond

hair to pose as a young german nurse who was desperately trying to obtain word of a fictional fiancé would slip

behind enemy lines to retrieve inside information about nazi troop movements by traveling throughout the

countryside and approaching troops sympathetic to her plight risking death every time she did so she learned

where they were going next and was able to alert allied commanders when at the age of eighty marthe cohn was

awarded france s highest military honor the médaille militaire not even her children knew to what extent this

modest woman had helped defeat the nazi empire at its heart this remarkable memoir is the tale of an ordinary
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human being who under extraordinary circumstances became the hero her country needed her to be

Behind Enemy Lines 2011-01-11

with three military crosses three croix de guerre a légion d honneur and a papal knighthood for his heroics during

the second world war sir tommy macpherson is the most decorated living soldier of the british army yet for 65

years the highlander s story has remained untold few know how aged 21 he persuaded 23 000 ss soldiers of the

feared das reich tank column to surrender or how tommy almost single handedly stopped tito s yugoslavia

annexing the whole of north east italy twice captured he escaped both times marching through hundreds of miles

of german held territory to get home still a schoolboy when war broke out tommy quickly matured into a

legendary commando and his remarkable story features a dizzyingly diverse cast of characters including winston

churchill field marshal montgomery and charles de gaulle
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Behind Enemy Lines 2002

behind enemy lines is an examination of gender relations in wartime using the special operations executive as a

case study drawing on personal testimonies official records and film it explores the extraordinary experiences of

male and female agents who were recruited and trained by a british organization and infiltrated nazi occupied

france to encourage sabotage and subversion during the second world war it examines how ordinary law abiding

civilians were transformed into paramilitary secret agents equipped with silent killing techniques and trained in

unarmed combat this examination of the agents of an officially sponsored insurgent organization makes a major

contribution to british socio cultural history war studies and gender studies it will appeal to both the general

reader as well as to those in the academic community

Behind Enemy Lines 2007

eight stories of real life heroes who took risks for their country and others behind enemy lines
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Behind Enemy Lines 2009

examines biblically based methods for engaging in effective spiritual warfare

Behind Enemy Lines 2000-03-15

eight true stories of bravery and courage enacted by men and women involved in modern conflicts in the middle

east afghanistan and pakistan

Behind Enemy Lines 2011-01-01

major john l plaster recalls his remarkable covert activities as a member of a special operations team during the

vietnam war in a comprehensive informative and often exciting account of an important part of the overall

vietnam tragedy the new york times before there were navy seals there was sog short for studies and operations

group it was a secret operations force in vietnam the most highly decorated unit in the war although their chief

mission was disrupting the main north vietnamese supply route into south vietnam sog commandos also rescued
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downed helicopter pilots and fellow soldiers and infiltrated deep into laos and cambodia to identify bombing

targets conduct ambushes mine roads and capture north vietnamese soldiers for intelligence purposes always

outnumbered they matched wits in the most dangerous environments with an unrelenting foe that hunted them

with trackers and dogs ten entire teams disappeared and another fourteen were annihilated this is the dramatic

page turning true story of that team s dedication sacrifice and constant fight for survival in the gripping publishers

weekly secret commandos john plaster vividly describes these unique warriors who gave everything fighting for

their country and for each other

Secret Commandos 2018-10-16

howard demallie a young american pilot and his crew are forced to bail out of their b 17 airplane over holland he

is helped by the dutch underground and imprisoned in a german prisoner of war camp
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Behind Enemy Lines 2007

during the second world war almost one hundred canadians served the allied forces by passing as locals in

occupied countries at the behest of two british secret services these men made language and custom their

costumes they risked their lives assisting resistance groups in sabotage and ambush missions or in smuggling

allied airmen out of occupied territories quiet heroes of the war these bold canadians helped to make the brutal

and unrelenting warfare of the underground a potent weapon in the allied arsenal this is a study of unstinting

personal courage in the face of overwhelming odds

Canadians Behind Enemy Lines, 1939-1945 2011-11-01

behind enemy lines by cindy dees released on aug 23 2002 is available now for purchase
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Behind Enemy Lines 2003

with his special forces training completed sergeant roland barker was allocated to operation arundel as its radio

operator led by major bill smallwood he was parachuted into the dolomites in 1944 the team s brief was to cause

havoc in the area around the italian border and to infiltrate into austria during the mission major smallwood was

injured in a fall and was unable to move rapidly despite their best efforts both smallwood and barker were

subsequently captured by pursuing german troops who they were unable to outpace barker provides a vivid

account of being interrogated by the ss and gestapo and despite the threats and the terrible conditions the true

nature of their mission was never revealed to the enemy having survived these experiences he was incarcerated

in stalag luft xviii in southern austria ever defiant barker escaped by having himself admitted to the camp hospital

and made his way into hungary from where as this account of his wartime service reveals he was eventually

repatriated to the uk after the war barker opted to remain in the army at which point he took a commission

promoted to major barker became the officer commanding 22 sas in malaya he was killed in a helicopter crash in

malaya in 1953 before he could see through his plan to have his memoir published
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Behind Enemy Lines with the SOE 2021-05-12

june 1940 as britain s soldiers limped home from dunkirk a maverick army officer was already devising a bold

plan to hit back at the enemy his idea was to revolutionise military thinking and change the face of warfare for

ever relying as much on stealth and guile as on courage and stamina the commandos brought to the battlefield

the skills of the guerrilla trained by an unconventional band of experts and led by a big game hunter a film star a

highland chief and an eccentric wielding a bow and arrow they became the spearhead of the allied drive for

victory weaving together official documents new research and veterans own accounts commando reveals for the

first time the exhilarating full story of wwii s most formidable fighting force

Commando 2012-10-04

in 1944 a courageous special agent emily boucher is dropped by parachute behind enemy lines into the hands of

the local resistance group emily is working as part of winston churchill s clandestine organisation the special

operations executive in nazi occupied normandy her mission is to report on enemy movements help train re arm
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the resistance and organise sabotage in the days before d day in the build up to the day of liberation emily risks

her life to save the country she loves and the people she has come to regard as her family including their

charismatic leader robert but there s a traitor in the group will they find out who it is before it s too late the

gestapo are on her tail every step of the way it s a dangerous game of cat and mouse she desperately tries to

stay one step ahead of the enemy while trying to save the lives of those she loves

Behind Enemy Lines 2003-01-01

as 1914 ends the war which was supposed to be over by christmas had settled down to an entrenched

stalemate trapped behind enemy lines are many british soldiers who are hidden by brave french families the risks

are high for both fugitives and their protectors this book tells their story while focussing on a young scot who

emerges from hiding as mademoiselle louise leading an amazing double life for almost two years ending in

betrayal sentenced to death by the germans only an impassionate plea from his adopted mother saves his life

others are not so lucky after the war he speedily returns from captivity in germany via scotland to france and

marries his sweetheart but life remains hard in the war ravaged country this extraordinary story was only
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revealed by a british journalist in 1927 the daily telegraph readers response was overwhelming and culminated in

our french heroines being feted on a lavish visit to london s mansion house and an audience with the king queen

prince of wales and a three year old princess elizabeth trapped behind enemy lines covers as aspect of the great

war that has bene overlooked it will be of interest to those who love intrigue adventure love and betrayal

She Is Behind Enemy Lines 2021-07-19

the 3rd title in the warpath series is the story of john smith chindit commando the japanese army seem invincible

in the jungles of se asia orde wingate believes otherwise and sends a small force of highly trained commandos

deep behind enemy lines historically accurate this 1st person narrative for boys is based on real life events

Behind Enemy Lines 1987

it is 1941 and britain is pressed on all sides with japan in the war and convoys being sunk by submarines the

last bastion fighting hitler is beleaguered the commandos are the only ones who can fight beyond the atlantic

wall tom harsker and his section are sent behind enemy lines on a daring mission that will place them in great
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danger

Trapped Behind Enemy Lines 2015-10-30

world war ii is raging across europe and the axis and allied powers are in a stalemate time travelers dak sera

and riq can tip the scales in the allies favor if they can pull off the most daring spy mission of all time but even if

they succe

Behind Enemy Lines 1999

behind enemy lines is the second part of the three book trilogy still in the woods the trilogy beginning with fight to

survive tells the heroic story of american soldiers engulfed in hitler s surprise winter offensive in december 1944

in the opening days of what came to be known as the battle of the bulge american units were overrun or swept

aside american soldiers fought against overwhelming odds only to face the choice of surrender or risk evading

the enemy to regain us lines rallying to an intrepid american lieutenant several dozen gis decide that they will

hold out in the belgian forest until the allies push the nazis back into germany lieutenant arthur hill organizes his
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volunteers into a unit to wage their own winter war their success in raiding supply dumps and ambushing german

convoys gains needed food and supplies but attracts the attention of the ss commander in the area

sturmbannführer karl grabner becomes determined to wipe out the troublesome band of american partisans the

still in the woods series reaches the thrilling conclusion in forest battles

Accidental Agent 2017

a marine a downed navy pilot and a local militiaman are trapped well behind enemy lines with the war ongoing

can they reach safety while still prosecuting their duty to fight

Behind Enemy Lines 2018-07-12

rich s first person narrative includes vivid coverage of the action featuring an especially rare account of arriving

on a combat landing zone by glider detailed day to day depiction of some of the heaviest fighting in holland

follows including the action at opheusden the center of the infamous island
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Behind Enemy Lines 2016

the stirring little known story of the forerunners to today s special forces the oss office of strategic services

created under the command of william donovan has been celebrated for its cloak and dagger operations during

world war ii and as the precursor of the cia as the oh so social it has also been portrayed as a club for the well

connected before during and after the war donovan s devils tells the story of a different oss that of ordinary

soldiers recruited from among first and second generation immigrants who volunteered for dangerous duty

behind enemy lines and risked their lives in italy france the balkans and elsewhere in europe organized into

operational groups they infiltrated into enemy territory by air or sea and operated for days weeks or months

hundreds of miles from the closest allied troops they performed sabotage organized native resistance and

rescued downed airmen nurses and prisoners of war their enemy showed them no mercy and sometimes their

closest friends betrayed them they were the precursors to today s special forces operators based on declassified

oss records personal collections and oral histories of participants from both sides of the conflict donovan s devils

provides the most comprehensive account to date of the operational group activities including a detailed narrative

of the ill fated ginny mission which resulted in the one of the oss s gravest losses of the war skyhorse publishing
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as well as our arcade imprint are proud to publish a broad range of books for readers interested in history books

about world war ii the third reich hitler and his henchmen the jfk assassination conspiracies the american civil

war the american revolution gladiators vikings ancient rome medieval times the old west and much more while

not every title we publish becomes a new york times bestseller or a national bestseller we are committed to

books on subjects that are sometimes overlooked and to authors whose work might not otherwise find a home

Behind Enemy Lines 2016-02-23

nine men 2 000 enemies no back up no air support no rescue no chance first in the official motto of one of the

british army s smallest and most secretive units 16 air assault brigade s pathfinder platoon unofficially they are

the bastard son of the sas and like their counterparts in hereford the job of the pathfinders is to operate unseen

and undetected deep behind enemy lines when british forces deployed to iraq in 2003 captain david blakeley

was given command of a reconnaissance mission of such critical importance that it could change the course of

the war it s the story of nine men operating alone and unsupported fifty miles ahead of a us recon marine

advance and head straight into a hornets nest teeming with thousands of heavily armed enemy forces this is the
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first account of that extraordinary mission abandoned by coalition command left with no option but to fight their

way out of the enemy s backyard and it provides a gripping insight into the pathfinders themselves a shadowy

unit just forty five men strong that plies its trade from the skies trained to parachute in to enemy territory far

beyond the forward edge of battle freefalling from high altitude breathing bottled oxygen and employing the latest

skydiving technology the pf are unique because of new rules introduced since the publication of bravo two zero

there have been no first hand accounts of british special forces waging modern day warfare for nearly a decade

and no member of the pathfinders has ever told their story before until now pathfinder is the only first hand

account of a uksf mission to emerge for nearly a generation and it could be the last

Behind Enemy Lines: A Novel of the Battle of the Bulge 2015-03-26

taken prisoner by the prussians fletcher seeks an ally as the blood emperor s forces plan and the black baron

strikes
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Behind Enemy Lines 2017-03-27

a young wwii gunner from the prairies sees the horrors of war firsthand when he is captured by the gestapo

eighteen year old sam frederiksen has come a long way from the prairies trained to be a gunner in a lancaster

bomber during wwii he is shot down over france battered and bruised he does survive and joins forces with the

french resistance only to be betrayed by one of its members he and other flyers from various allied countries are

rounded up by the gestapo and held in fresnes prison just outside of paris treated as spies rather than pows

these men are beaten some tortured then sent to buchenwald concentration camp in eastern germany it is here

in these wretched conditions that sam witnesses the darkest side of humanity gas chambers torture and

starvation yet it is also here that he comes to understand the true resilience and unfathomable courage of the

victims author carol matas has won numerous awards for her previous novels about the holocaust behind enemy

lines is partially based on a true incident from wwii in which 168 allied airmen were captured and sent to

buchenwald twenty six of these men were canadian
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Glider Infantryman 2012

memoir of u s army private from chicago who fought in the battle of the bulge world war ii and was captured by

the germans was detained by the russians at the end of hostilities then escaped and encountered his brother

who was coming to look for him

Behind Enemy Lines 1997

a revealing look at axis propaganda efforts during world war ii depicting actual leaflets flyers and posters

Donovan's Devils 2016-02-09

frequently surprising sometimes bloody and always absorbing behind enemy lines offers up tales of espionage hit

and run raids and guerrilla warfare the book provides a new perspective on familiar aspects of civil war history

including shadowy agents women using their feminine wiles unashamed looting and vengeful crusades popular

historian wilmer l jones reveals that by subverting the methods of traditional warfare small and sometimes
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unorganized groups as well as intrepid spies daring raiders and mutinous guerrillas turned the tide of the civil

war far from the fronts of the now legendary battlefields each of the three sections spies raiders and guerrillas

introduces riveting accounts of the often overlooked heroes and heroines of unconventional warfare behind

enemy lines spotlights such fabled infiltrators as belle boyd allen pinkerton and timothy webster it also examines

how the south with its daring cavalry and constant struggle for supplies resorted to sometimes brutal offensives

led by men like turner ashby john mosby and john hunt morgan finally the gripping and detailed narrative peers

into the bloody guerrilla warfare spotlighting john brown william clark quantrill and bloody bill anderson as well as

the genesis of the james younger gang civil war buffs history lovers and espionage enthusiasts will find this

fascinating volume a welcome addition to their libraries

Behind Enemy Lines 1979

while under attack by skitterjacks fletcher learns some secrets behind his flight magic that aero corps has been

keeping from him but it may all be for naught when he and guy discover the true identity of the blood emperor
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Code Name Nanette 2014

Behind Enemy Lines 1997

Pathfinder 2012-05-10

SAS Behind Enemy Lines 2005

Arrowsmith: Behind Enemy Lines #2 (Of 6) 2022-02-23
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Accidental Agent 1971

I Am Canada: Behind Enemy Lines 2012-01-01

The Battle of the Bulge 2018-05

Behind Enemy Lines 1989

Behind Enemy Lines 2015-05-01
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Arrowsmith: Behind Enemy Lines #6 (Of 6) 2022-06-22
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